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Chapter 1: welcome to zio 
There were two planets, Zio and Nibiru. 

Zio was a green planet, the sky looked red in the night and purple in the morning. 

The plants were sticky and slimy, they came of different sizes like big, small, thick and thin. They 

were of colors like blue, purple, orange, yellow, white, and black. The plants would spit out slime, 

fire, chemical waste and other liquids and if any animal passing by would step foot in the liquid 

it would be stuck, and the plants would digest it. The animals on these planets were very bizarre. 

A lizard with crab arms, a bee with human arms, a crocodile with bird wings, underwater cats, 

dog sized elephants, pigs with wings, humanoids with 4 arms and 3 eyes, snakes with hands. 

Snake eyes were considered a delicacy, lizard burgers, slime milkshakes, there flying cows gave 

milk that was blue and slimy, elephant steak with yellow slime.  

The houses were made of materials like steel, titanium, iron etc. to withstand the extreme 

climates of Zio. The rich people could afford houses in air, others had bunkers on land. Some 

people would live in capsules underwater, some lived in convertible submarines that would turn 

into houses. These people used radioactive substances like uranium, radium, laser beams, hot 

boiling slime and lava fumes to cook their food since their planet had no fire. 
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Chapter 2: politics and warfare of zio 
The planet had one supreme leader who was the president, Kalia colas and under the president 

was a council of ministers headed by the prime minister Indumati Bheem. They had an army of 

50,000 soldiers headed by admiral general Zioless who was also the army’s commander. The 

army also had 500 horses, 60 poisonous tigers and 400 flying anacondas. The cavalry consisted 

of canon, radioactive swords, guns that shoot acid and poisonous slime bombs.  
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Chapter 3: Nibiru, the enemy  
The other planet Nibiru was far more advanced than Zio. Nibiru planet had killed all its animals 

to make space for new humanoid and alien hybrids made in the lab.  These aliens had super 

speed, ability to fly, shoot lasers from their eyes, and teleportation.  

The transportation on this planet was extremely fast. with shuttle scooters, UFOs, hydrogen 

powered cars, electric ships, submarines with inbuilt canons that turned them into warships 

whenever needed. Some people secretly bred animals for consumption purposes, giant robots 

used in war that were bomb proof and could wipe out a hundred soldiers with one swing of their 

robotic arms. The food on this planet was mostly dehydrated and slimy so that the people 

consuming it would get stronger and faster. The houses on Nibiru were smaller in size as the 

population was large, all the farmland, forest etc. had been cut down to make space for 

humanoids and aliens. All their neighborhoods were crumbled up to avoid wasting space. Most 

of them lived in steel apartments or iron bunkers and their money came from selling steel and 

weapons to other planets. Almost all of them were trained in combat since childhood. Their sky 

used to be a beautiful yellow color but after they cut down all the forest, and killed all animals 

and established huge chemical and nuclear factories their sky had turned blood red. Making 

floating house was almost impossible in Nibiru due to the extreme air pollution on the planet, 

the higher you went thicker and poisonous the air became. Most of them used custom build 

space shoots to travel in air with an oxygen tank attached to their space shuttles. 
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Chapter 4: nibiru’s army 
Their army was huge, almost 4 times the size of Zios. It consisted of 2,30,000 humanoid soldiers, 

4000 airships, 500 mega submarines, 60000 tankers, nuclear guns, radiation beam shooting 

lasers, bombs that could kill 1000 soldiers at once and 350 snipers. The planet did not have a 

democratic government instead it was under the dictatorship of Nadal Hugh who hailed from the 

powerful Hugh family that had been ruling over Nibiru for centuries. All the military and other 

major decisions were made by Nadal, but he did have his court of advisors consisting of his 

cousins and uncles. Some notable members were Tamir, Indus, Celine, Kyoza, Namdol and 

Artimor. 
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chapter 5: warzone 
Nibiru was the more developed planet with technology to cause destruction. The people of Nibiru 

thought Zio was evil and tried to kill them secretly because Zio started coming. There were 

sketchy activities happening like things going missing, but they had no idea about traitors in their 

own planet as they thought the people of Zio were responsible for these events. The Zio people 

actually came to make friendly relations between the two planets, and the two who caused this 

were Alien and his friend Samara Morgan who belonged to planet Nibiru. They were 

stealing stuff, threatening people and more. 

 

Their friend Aggie who was a noble woman from their planet was forced to join them, they 

threatened to kill her while she was sleeping. She had no choice and the cops of this planet were 

far away. They wouldn't care as they thought she's lying, and she was a spy from the other planet 

and then they started doing this to everyone. Zio was misunderstood by the Nibiru's, this 

misunderstanding started to create a rift between the two planets.  

 

After the Nibiru's mistreated and blamed the people of Zio for all the bad events, the planet Zio 

started visiting them because they wanted to see their behavior and installed cameras to find out 

the real culprits around the planet. When the evil people started realizing that they are being 

watched, they knew it was planet Zio and they gave them an option, "either become one of us 
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or suffer the consequences" and they picked to suffer the consequences as they were prepared 

so then they started visiting each other and spying on each other, killing people in the process. 

Then they both found this planet called Oklus and decided to settle the matter on a specific 

day by fighting a war on planet Oklus.  

 

The aftermath of the great planet wars was the beginning of a new era for both the planets, 

defined by decline of all Nibiru army bases and simultaneous rise of Zio. 

The economy of Nibiru had collapsed by 56%.  Boundaries were redrawn, international 

organizations were established, and many new and old ideologies took a firm hold in people's 

minds.  
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Blurb 
The story revolves around two planets Zio and Nibiru  

Nibiru invades Zio, and Zio isn’t backing down. As Nibiru’s strength multiple times greater than 

Zios, will Zio be able to counter this attack? Will Nibiru take over Zio? or will both the planets 

suffer great damage. What fate lies ahead for the civilians in this war of armies? 
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astronomy and aliens. His biggest inspiration is his sister. He was inspired by the 

movie Star Wars to write this story about aliens and planet wars. 


